Proposal for alternative location for January 2012 802.1 Interim Meeting

Rudolf Brandner
Zehavit Alon

July 2011
Munich
Invitation for January ‘12 Interim in Munich

- Munich (Germany)
  - Capital city of Bavaria
  - Famous for its breweries
  - About 1.35 million inhabitants
  - About 100 km north of the Alps
  - International airport (MUC)
  - Excellent public transport

- January in Munich
  - …not really the high season for Munich but sight-seeing is possible
    - For drinking beer, people prefer indoor locations, like the Hofbräuhaus
    - Average temperature: -2.2°C (high) to – 9.9°C (low)
      - As lower, as more bright and sunny with stunning views to the Alps
      - Snow not unlikely, but transportation systems are well prepared for it

- Nokia Siemens Networks would invite for the Jan ‘12 interim
The venue: Holiday Inn MUNICH - CITY CENTRE

Conveniently located at Rosenheimer Platz

- Spacious meeting facilities
- Downtown
  - Next to Deutsches Museum and culture center Gasteig
- Direct access to S-Bahn station Rosenheimer Platz
- Transfer from/to Munich airport
  - S-Bahn highly recommended
  - about 40 mins direct ride/10€
  - all indoor path from the gate at the airport to the hotel lobby
- 10 mins walk to Marienplatz
  - in wintertime better to use S-Bahn (2 stations, 3 mins, every 3 mins)
- Many nice restaurants nearby for dinner (Haidhausen)
  - ‘nearby’ means, a couple of minutes to walk
Holiday Inn MUNICH - CITY CENTRE

Rates

• Accommodation: **120 EUR / room**
  - ~ 170 USD **tax included**
  - Single / Double occupancy
  - Breakfast
  - Wired Internet access

• Registration: ~ **450 USD / person**
  - Cost based on 1 EUR ~ 1.4 USD
  - 3 Meeting rooms
  - Wi-Fi Internet access
  - Meeting hours 08:00-18:00
  - Morning and afternoon breaks (coffee, tea and snack buffet)
  - 2 soft drinks per person in meeting room
  - Lunch buffet with one soft drink in the hotel restaurant
Holiday Inn MUNICH - CITY CENTRE

Dates

• 09 – 12 January 2012
  • 3 meeting rooms
    (50/50/55 or 100/55)
• 16 – 19 January 2012
  • 3 meeting rooms
    (55/55/80 or 110/80)
Munich International Airport (MUC)

- Daily direct flights from/to
  - **USA:** ATL, BOS, CLT, EWR, IAD, JFK, LAX, ORD, PHL, SFO
  - **Canada:** YYC, YUL, YYZ, YVR
  - **China:** HKG, PEK, PVG
  - **Japan:** NRT
  - **Korea:** ICN
- Next to Frankfurt International Airport (FRA)
- Multiple daily connections to any European hub
Thank You

rudolf.brandner@nsn.com
zehavit.alon@nsn.com